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Accessible digital bank


A mix of organization, 
innovation and ethics 



Significant Data 

	 2003 was the “European Year of Disabled People” 

	 Estimate (probably low) of 2,800,000 disabled persons in Italy 

	 In Italy, 19% of the population aged over 65 years is disabled 

	 Around 19% of the Italian population is over 65 years old 

	 In some European countries it is estimated that 10% of the 
population is disabled 

	 It is estimated that more than 500,000 disabled persons in Italy use 
the Internet 



The ethics of innovation 

	 We have been driven by the desire to provide services to all our clients (no 
Target), and the determination to adopt a methodological approach to the 
problem 

	 An ethic in the planning of innovative services 
	 Curiosity of experimenting new programming technologies 
	 A desire for a consolidated service is in the bank’s DNA 
	 It is not an approach generated by market analysis, but by a wish to answer 

specific needs

… … but also … …


	 We have discovered a very dynamic and sensitive world 
	 A collection of projects and ideas to allow us to work better and interested 

incommunicating in an efficient way, even with the banking world 
	 We have also discovered substantial benefits in the production of “traditional” 

projects 
	 We have improved the quality of the service and rendered “sleeping” or 

potential clients operative 



Advantages of W3C compliant planning 

	 Uniformity throughout the entire site with the help of external style 
files 

	 Lighter pages and improved speed when opening them 

	 Less band-width used • Reduction in the server work-load 

	 High compatibility with available browsers 

	 Better quality and potential recycling of code 

	 Reduction of maintenance costs 

	 Increase in skills and the quality of the technicians work 



SCRIGNOfacile, accessible internet banking > www.popso.it/scrignofacile 

	 An internet banking service that is accessible to motor or sensorial disabled persons 

	 Born with the aim of sending a warning about the theme of “accessibility” 

	 Planned with a blind consultant who is an expert in the field 

	 The architecture of SCRIGNObps has helped the project, only requiring the redesign of 
the graphic interface 

	 Special layout has been created for the navigation and construction of web pages such 
that they can be used by partially-sighted persons, by elderly persons, by persons with 
motor or sensorial disabilities, and in general by those that require technological 
assistance when using the computer 

	 The pages were planned and tested one by one so as to obtain a practical feedback that 
could accompany the recommendations of the international associations as regards the 
accessibility of web sites 

	 SCRIGNOfacile has all the main functions available in traditional internet banking 



>SCRIGNOfacile Current accounts > list 



>SCRIGNOfacile Recharge prepaid cards 
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The portal popso it www.popso it 

More than 12,000 pages of 
content which is of an 
editorial, cultural and 
informative nature, in 
particular linked to the 
territory in which the bank 
grew up 

Planned in accordance with 
W3C quality standards 

Uses Content 
Management tool to free 
the content from the 
graphical presentation 

There is not a special 
version but the site is 
totally accessible while 
maintaining a high level of 
graphic quality 
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The site dedicated to our region webcam popso it 

Dozens of 
webcams in 
some of the 
most beautiful 
places in the 
Valtellina 

Thousands of 
accesses per 
month 

Observation 
points on the 
Stelvio Pass and 
in the National 
Park 

Accessible 
Reading of 

content and 
weather 
information 
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The Galleria d Arte www.popsoarte.it 

A site that gives 
public access 
the banks
artistic heritage 

Full access, even 
for the blind for 
whom some 
clever 
technological 
solutions have 
been created 
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And finally

Constructive 
collaboration with the 
ABI Commission on 
Accessibility Italian 
Bank Association

Care for the technical 
evolution of all-round 
support for disabled 
people in all types of 
banking services and 
BPS initiatives 

Creation of an Internet 
payment system (VPOS) 
that is compatible with 
current standards (W3C-
WAI) 


